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Remaining Issues

4 Issues remain:

- **Abstract** - The abstract and introduction should be very clear that this document is only a survey of existing mechanisms, NOT a specification of how to do address resolution over DVB. This is reflected in the charter, but it's not very clear in the document itself.

- The use of different address resolution mechanisms adds new issues. The draft should make it clear what the interoperability implications of this situation are, and, hopefully, talk about how the involved nodes can determine what to do. Considerations from draft-iab-link-encaps-05 apply.

- **5.5 DHCP Tuning** - This section does not talk about what happens to DHCP when the link is not bidirectional.

- It is fine to review existing mechanisms. But I am concerned that this document does not really in detail "define usage". I'm not sure I could implement anything based on this, though it is possible that the references provide additional information.
Next step

Complete review and supply new text

Progress to RFC Ed.